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Within the new paradigms for toxicology risk assessment, understanding the mechanisms and 
interactions between chemical exposure and biology is paramount in being able to make pragmatic 
decisions on safety utilising pathways-based approaches such as AOP’s1. 

Key to these approaches is the molecular initiating event (MIE), which has been defined as the
initial interaction between a molecule and a biomolecule or biosystem that can be linked to an 
outcome via a pathway2. Of equal importance is the need to represent human biology accurately 
enough in in vitro models to allow meaningful mechanistic interactions. Such approaches 
capitalise on technologies that allow the user to interrogate multiple molecular pathways at the 
transcription and translational level. 
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Molecular initiating events in toxicity pathways using organotypic human 
in vitro models

• MIE for CPA not completely understood but thought to 
be via generation of ROS.

• In Vitro studies normally need to use S-9 to see effect of 
metabolism on CPA toxicity.

• CYP2B6 is inducible in cardiac tissue3.

TF – Tissue factor (injury related)

CXCL1 – lysosomal integrity 

TRAIL R-2 - apoptosis

HSP 27 – cell survival

MMP-1 – tissue injury collagen damage

PAPPA – Wound healing

HGF - Myogenesis

U-PAR – Regulation of proteolysis in wound healing

CXCL6 – Chemoattractant for neutrophils

ITGB1BP2 – Cell adhesion

CD40 – Inflammatory response

HBEGF – Cardiac hypertrophy

BNP – Expressed by cardio myocytes after excessive  

stretching of heart tissue

CCL20 – lymphocyte chemotaxis (inflammation/wound 

repair)

NEMO – cell survival/inflammation 

All protein level changes seen at doses of 20nM and above

Cyprotex cardiac model treated with 
Cyclophosphamide (CPA)
Human IPSC cardiomyocytes, 
fibroblasts and endothelial cells grown 
in a spheroid which over the course of 
5 days matures into a beating cardiac 
model and survives for up to 28 days 
post initiation. Cultures dosed with 
CPA (16 doses from 2 nM to 2000 µM)  
at day 6 for 72 hours. Protein and RNA 
samples taken from 8 concentrations 
across the dose range.

Transcriptional pathways 
evaluated via Qiagen RT2

profiler PCR arrays (84 genes 
specific to cardiotoxicity).

Proseek Multiplex CVD1 
protein biomarker panel (Olink
bioscience, Sweden)  used to 
evaluate 92 proteins attributed 
to cardiovascular disease.

Cell toxicity and stress 
markers measured via high 
content imaging (Cyprotex ,UK) 
including ATP, mitochondrial 
function and micro-tissue 
mass.

ADRA2A – smooth muscle contraction *
CCR1 – Apoptosis, recruitment of immune cells *
CH25H – lipid metabolism
FCGR2B – linked to acute MI
GPM6A – Calcium channel activity
HSPA2 – cell survival *
KLHL40 – Skeletal muscle function
TIAM1 – cardiac muscle hypertrophy
PPBP – Immune cell recruitment
UCP1 – creates proton links in mitochondria 

promoting glycolysis  
* Seen in levels above 200µM where toxicity is seen (reduction in 
mitochondrial mass)

ROS

Change in 
mitochondrial mass 

and micro-tissue 
size from cell tox 

marker panel

Changes to the 
expression of 10 
genes associated 
with cardiotoxicity

16 proteins 
associated with CVD 

with significant 
changes 

• Data is from preliminary studies (single experiment, multiple replicates) 
with a broad spread of doses spanning several orders of magnitude 
however there are pathways that appear to be altered after treatment with 
CPA that are linked to toxicity (measured by physical changes in micro-
tissue size and mitochondrial mass). 

• Changes in gene and protein levels are seen at doses below those where 
toxicity starts to manifest (reduction in mitochondrial mass) that are 
consistent with a ROS mediated mechanism.

• The 3D cardiac model shows enhanced predictivity over 2D equivalents for 
detection of structural cardiotoxins including CPA, possibly a consequence 
of more in vivo like biology  (i.e. cardiac specific CYP’s).

• Informatics approaches should help link MIE’s to pathways of toxicological 
concern. For an MIE to be relevant to human health it needs to be 
implicated with a biological effect. Interrogating gene and protein level data 
will enable pathway networks to be constructed that help predict the likely 
biological effect of chemical interaction with target cells/tissue.  

CPA induced cardiotoxicity is detected at sub 
toxic levels via gene/protein expression
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Untreated

High dose 
CPA (2000 
µM) 

Toxicity measured by reduction in micro tissue size or 
mitochondrial mass (reduction of micro tissue size shown above). 
Effects of toxicity from CPA treatment seen from around 200µM


